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Editorial
Dear colleagues,
We are currently living a crucial period for energy transition
in general, and for PV industry in particular. The Green Deal
on the one hand, announced by the European Commission
in December 2019, and the post-COVID Recovery Plan on the
other hand, generate a unique momentum for European (EU)
manufacturing revival. We must seize this opportunity to
fulfill our mission: bring value and impact to EU PV industry
as a technology provider, and transform our innovations
into industrial success stories. The new scientific and
technological programme has been tailored to meet this
ambition, fully supported by IPVF and its partners.
In this global and fierce competition, we can count on our hightalented teams and our unique assets to be at the forefront
of R&D. Partnering with French and European institutes will
boost our scientific and technological roadmap, in order to
be well-positioned in this cross-continental race.

IPVF AND CEA-INES JOIN FORCES
ON c-Si/PEROVSKITE TANDEM SOLAR CELLS
On May 2nd IPVF and CEA-INES signed an agreement to join
forces in order to accelerate the development of tandem solar cells based on c-Si Heterojunction bottom cells developed
at INES and top perovskite solar cells developed at IPVF.
The objective of this collaboration, called “Tandem Made in
France”, is to accelerate the development of cells associating
perovskite materials with silicon heterojunction technology
in order to create a high efficiency tandem device, transferable to industrial scale.

Solar Europe Now initiative, launched by our CEO at the
beginning of May, has already gathered more than 120
signatories all across the PV value chain. Therefore, we are more
than ever exposed to the outside world, which gives us fantastic
opportunities to integrate R&D or manufacturing consortia with
best-in-class EU players. It will also enable us to attract new
customers and generate our own revenues, since we are about
to launch new differentiating service offers.
Great times are coming ahead for IPVF! Thanks to your
relentless dedication and your tremendous efforts during
the confinement period, we have successfully restarted all
the experimental works, and new talents recently joined us.
We now have all the ingredients to create a beautiful success
story for IPVF. We all have a role to play in this exciting
adventure, for the sake of energy transition.
Christophe Bonelli

Semitransparent perovskite solar module developped at IPVF
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HIGHLIGHTS FROM THE RESEARCH PROGRAM
EVALUATING THE STABILITY OF MIXED PB–SN HALIDE
PEROVSKITES BY XPS STUDIES
One of the recent advances in perovskite composition engineering is the fabrication of mixed tin-lead perovskite, in which
the metal cation B is a mix of Sn and Pb. The mixed Pb–Sn halide perovskites have many advantages compared to lead perovskites, the most important one being their tunable band gap.
However, the long-term stability of tin-containing perovskites is
still an issue due to the oxidation of tin, severely affecting the
photovoltaic performances. Within the frame of Margot Kozolinsky’s PhD work, (Program II, under the supervision of Frederique
Donsanti, Frédéric Rousseau and Thibaud Hildebrandt), we carried out an XPS study on ITO / PEDOT:PSS / MASn0.25Pb0.75(I0.4Br0.6)3.
In this work, a complete surface analysis of samples issued from
the same batch was conducted by XPS in order to determine the
homogeneity of the surface composition and the corresponding
experimental ratios. The initial stoichiometry is presented in Figure 1, showing that the surface composition slightly differs from
the expected theoretical values. The stability of the perovskite
layer toward X-Ray has been checked after 1-hour irradiation,
corresponding to the delay time for analyses, revealing a minor
increase of I and Pb and a corresponding decrease of C, N and
Sn (2% evolution). The team assessed the impact of storing the
perovskite film in ultra-high vacuum (10-7 mbar) on the chemical
surface properties for a time frame of 100 hours. In addition to

these UHV storage conditions, the samples underwent minimal
exposure to X-rays (approximately 1 hour of accumulated exposure time) during the successive XPS spectra acquisition, which
could induce degradation. Results show a small surface reorganization with a Sn/Pb and N/Pb decrease but no chemical environment changes. Evolution of the perovskites in ambient air with
controlled temperature and humidity (22°C, 30% RH) in dark and
in daylight has been tracked over 5 days (~ 127 hours). For both
aging conditions, XPS high resolution spectra (Figure 2) show an
increase of the Full width at half maximum (FWHM) of Sn peak
along with a shift towards higher energies, related to tin oxide formation. This air oxidation is rather fast since it is already detectable at 1 hour of exposition time and accompanied with a slight
decrease of MA content as shown by the C 1s and N 1s regions
modifications. After 5 days of aging, no significant changes in the
chemical environment of the different elements are observed.
Same stability results regarding the decrease of MA content are
observed for triple cations perovskites for identical aging conditions, but no lead oxide is observed. This study reveals that SnPb perovskites could be promising candidates for the fabrication
all-perovskite tandem solar cells. Nevertheless, it would be interesting to study the effect of tin oxide formation on the photovoltaic performances of Sn-Pb perovskites based solar cell.
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Figure 1. XPS ratios measured on the MASn0.25Pb0.75(I0.4Br0.6)3 perovskite layer for as-received
samples and after 44 h and 100 h UHV storage.

Figure 2. Stability under ambient air in daylight: High resolution XPS spectra of C 1s, N 1s and Sn 3d spectral regions
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HIGHLIGHTS FROM THE RESEARCH PROGRAM
THE STATE OF THE ART IN THE ANALYSIS
OF HALIDE PEROVSKITES – A COMPILATION OF OPTOELECTRONIC
AND STRUCTURAL CHARACTERIZATION METHODS
The exploration of the remarkable optoelectronic properties of halide perovskites in conjunction with the ease of processing these
new absorber materials have led to the steep and rapid ascension of perovskite-based photovoltaics. Today, many research groups
spend increasing effort to generate in-depth understanding of the physical and chemical properties of halide perovskites from
the atomic scale up to the integration into full devices or solar modules. The need for this type of fundamental research linked
to potential application space goes in hand with the particular obstacles that perovskite solar cells (PSC) face for advancing the
technology to market readiness, i.e. the sensitivity to interfacial and bulk decomposition and phase transformation reactions in
these multicomponent semiconductors, that could eventually result in device degradation. From the perspective of the researcher
bound to unravelling the physical and chemical properties of halide perovskites this sensitivity to perturbations translates in the
need for special care in characterization as changes in the material are possible under a host of extrinsic factors such as the sample
environment (e.g. atmospheric gas species, vacuum conditions) or exposure to electromagnetic radiation (e.g. laser light, X-rays)
that are inherent to many applied characterization techniques.

Guest editors of the Special Issue in
Advanced Energy Materials titled “Halide Perovskites –
Optoelectronic and Structural Characterization Methods”.
From the right:
D. Fenning (UC San Diego),
P. Schulz (CNRS/IPVF),
S. Stranks (University of Cambridge)

With the goal to consolidate the state of the art in halide perovskite characterization, the journal Advanced Energy Materials published a special issue edited by David Fenning from the
University of California San Diego, Philip Schulz from CNRS-IPFV
and Samuel Stranks from the University of Cambridge. The special issue comprises progress reports, review articles and tutorials on perovskite characterization written by the groups that
are spearheading the research field in their discipline. Hence,
recent examples in atomic-resolution microscopy are covered,
as well as dedicated optical probes on multiple time scales and
length scales to assess defects, or furthermore the advances in
perovskite-based tandem cells including technological aspects
such as performance and stability. A complete list of the contributions to the special issue with a short description of the
respective content and its relevance to the field can be found in
the editorial of the special issue
https://doi.org/10.1002/aenm.202001812

Back-cover image
of the Special Issue representing
the principle of photoemission
spectroscopy, applied
to perovskite materials.
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The contributions also include a review piece from the CNRS
Institut Lavoisier de Versailles (ILV) and IPVF dedicated to the
characterization of the surface chemical and electronic properties of halide perovskite surfaces and interfaces by photoemission spectroscopy (PES). In their article, Solène Béchu and
coworkers give an overview on the use of PES techniques to investigate surface and interface phenomena in halide perovskite
semiconductors. The article spans from the description of good
practices, such as adjusted measurement parameter to reduce
beam damage, to sketching particular challenges, such as the
intricate determination of the valence band maximum in halide perovskites. This work has been selected as a highlight for
the back-cover design of the special issue on the optoelectronic
and structural characterization methods of halide perovskites
https://doi.org/10.1002/aenm.201904007
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OUR NEW DOCTORS
In the past months 3 PhD students successfully defended their thesis.
Congratulations to Marta, Romaric and Clément.
Marta CHROSTOWSKI

Growth of doped epitaxial silicon at low temperature
by RF-PECVD for photovoltaic applications
This PhD thesis aims at evaluating epitaxial silicon (epi-Si) films grown at low
temperature (< 200°C) by RF-PECVD from SiH4/H2 precursors for the formation of the emitter layer of crystalline silicon (c-Si) solar cells. Higher process
temperatures (up to 410°C) have also been assessed in order to enhance the
growth rate . The epitaxial growth of intrinsic, n-type and p-type films grown
on (100) DSP c-Si substrates has been confirmed by ellipsometry. Surprisingly, the as-grown doped epitaxial films present a larger out-of-plane lattice
parameter than the substrate, and are fully strained. Boron and phosphorus
concentrations of 3 and 3.5x1019 at/cm3, respectively, were achieved, as deduced from SIMS measurements. However boron atoms form B-H complexes
in the as-deposited state and annealing is required to activate boron atoms.
We achieved a doping efficiency of approximately 60% after annealing. Moreover, we put forward a correlation between the structure, electrical properties and the H content in the films. As the annealing temperature is increased
from 180 to 350 °C, the H content decreases while the conductivity rises, together with a decrease of the out-of-plane lattice parameter. In addition, the
mobility drops below 20 cm2/V.s. XRD measurements have indeed shown that
by providing energy, annealing induces the relaxation of the epi-Si structure,
thus the apparition of defects, confirmed by TEM and low temperature PL.

Romaric de LEPINEAU

GaAs-on-Si solar cells based
on nanowire arrays grown by molecular beam epitaxy

Abstract : Nanowires (NW) epitaxially grown on Si substrate are efficient light absorbers and allow to integrate high-quality III-V materials on Si by preventing defects
induced by the lattice-mismatch between both materials. They provide a way to fabricate tandem III-V/Si solar cells above 30% efficiency. The goal of this thesis is to develop III-V NW solar cells grown on Si substrates. First, the control of the selective NW
growth in ordered arrays on Si was addressed, and vertical yields consistently above
90% and up to 100% were demonstrated. Using transmission electron microscope
characterization, the growth conditions were optimized to improve the crystal quality by reducing the number of stacking faults, to investigate GaAsP NWs with the
optimal bandgap for tandem, and to study core-shell heterostructures.
Using cathodoluminescence to determine the carrier concentrations in NWs, it was
shown that the core and the shell can be doped with Be up to p=8E18 cm-3, while Si
is an amphoteric dopant, resulting in shell doping limited to n=5E17 cm-3. A solar cell
fabrication process was developed to contact NW core-shell junctions. A first-generation GaAs homojunction device shows efficiencies up to 2.1%, limited by carrier
collection issues, whereas the quasi-Fermi level splitting, estimated from PL measurements, reaches a promising value of 0.98 V at 82 sun, extrapolated to 0.86 V at
1 sun. A new core-shell p-i-GaAs/n-GaInP heterojunction exhibits efficiencies up to
3.7%, with a record Voc=0.65 V. These GaAs-based NW top-cells directly grown on Si
pave the way toward high-efficiency tandem solar cells.
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OUR NEW DOCTORS

Clément MARCHAT

Electrical and optoelectronic characterisation
of photovoltaic materials and devices by AFM techniques
This thesis is focused on the characterisation of electrical properties of photovoltaic devices by using two scanning probe techniques : conductive atomic force microscopy (c-AFM) and Kelvin probe force microscopy (KPFM).
It starts with a study on crystalline silicon (c-Si), and in particular the influence of surface states on the KPFM measurement. The latter was performed
under dark and light to extract the surface photovoltage (SPV). This study was
completed by numerical simulation.
A second study is dedicated to nanowires PV devices. These are PIN radial
junctions of hydrogenated amorphous silicon deposited on highly doped c-Si
nanowires that are studied by the KPFM and SPV approach. We show that
on ITO covered nanowires devices, SPV measurement can mirror the value of
open circuit voltage (VOC). It is to be noted, however, that the same measurement on single nanowire (without ITO coverage), is strongly affected by the
shadowing of the AFM tip and by the surface states of the amorphous silicon
layer.
Finally, we study passivating contacts for c-Si solar cells made of poly-Si/SiOx/c-Si stacks, having in mind the issue of possible pinholes through the thin
oxide layer. We show that current spots observed in C-AFM maps cannot be
directly related to the existence of pinholes, contrary to what has been proposed in literature reports. On the other hand, KPFM characterizations reveal
areas with surface potential drops, that are not observed if the SiOx passivation layer is removed (i.e. in poly-Si/c-Si structures). These areas evidence
structural inhomogeneities related to the SiOx layer that may be the formation sites of pinholes.
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IPVF SCIENTIFIC DAY JUNE 25

IPVF Scientific Day June 25
Due to Covid 19, the IPVF spring meeting was delayed a few times and
finally became a virtual meeting on June 25. Nevertheless, we had a very
rich and dynamic day as can be judged from the program below, with
exciting presentations from the morning till late evening. Starting with the
welcome address of our President, the presentations covered all aspects of
the IPVF Scientific Program. Thanks to Thomas Heide Clausen from Ecole
polytechnique who arranged the event via webex and to Daniel Suchet for
organizing the poster flash talk session. Thanks to all of you who prepared
the presentations, posters,… and made a very long day to seem short.
All presentations and video recording are available on the IPVF Share.
IPVF Share/Communauté IPVF/Journée Scientifique

IPVF Science Day: June 25 2020
8H30 Getting connected, installed, coffee, croisant,…
9h Welcome address Jean-François Minster
9h30 Program I.
- PV technologies: cost, market and environmental assessment
(Lars Oberbeck, Caterin Salas Redondo, Pierre-Philippe Grand)
10h Program II: Perovskites and tandems perovskite/cSi
- Introduction to programme II (Jean Rousset)
Upscale: Two steps deposition (Iwan Zimmermann) – 1 step deposition (Sophie Bernard)
Architecture and alternative Pvk: Grafting and/or n-type ALD (Olivier Fournier) - Large band-gap Pk (Margot Kozolinsky)
Stability and charactérization : Stability of Pk (Ali Akhavan Kazemi) Electroluminescence on minimodules (Célia Aider)
11h. Coffee break, chat, everybody online, open
11h30 Program III: III-V and tandem III-V on silicon
- Introduction to III-V programme (Stéphane Collin)
- Progress on the Bonding project (Linh-Phuong Nguyen); Progress on the Nanowire project (Capucine Tong)
12h15 Status on the Solar to fuels programme (David Aymé-Perrot)
12h45 Getting fuelled (lunch break around the posters)
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IPVF Science Day: June 25 2020
13h - 13h 45 Poster Session : Flash Talks
14h Program PROOF
- Got the PROOF ? Introduction to the programme (Jean-François Guillemoles)
- ACT now: Chalcogenide tandems (Daniel Lincot)
- News from ALD (Natanaëlle Schneider)
- A PLUS: Advanced concepts for high efficiencies (Daniel Suchet), Highlight on hot carriers (Hamidreza Esmaielpour)
14h45 CHARMING
- Let us charm you (Jean-Paul Kleider and Philip Schulz)
- Combined characterization and modeling to study electronic properties of perovskite materials and their
interfaces with extracting layers (Aleksandra Bojar)
- Carrier lifetime and surface recombination mechanisms via trap centers in InP revealed by combined timeresolved PL and high frequency-domain modulated Pltechniques (Wei Zhao)
15h30 Valorisation, Industrialisation
- Valorisons nos recherche par les brevets (Axel Soulet)
15h45 Concluding remarks Roch Drozdowski

16h - midnight : Online poster session - https://ipvf.fr/2020-sd/
2

Scientific day, June 25 2020

Poster Session
13h - 13h 45 Flash Talks

Marc Al-Atem: Optimization of P2 interconnection to fabricate a large area perovskite solar modules for tandem applications
Marion Provost, Rahamatoulaye, Iwan Zimmermann: Copper(II) Thiocyanate (CuSCN) as Hole Transport Layer for Stable and Efficient Perovskite Solar Cells
Thomas Campos: 2D/3D halide perovskite heterostructures to improve the stability of photovoltaic devices
Salim Méjaouri: Unveiling Heterogeneities in Mixed Halide Perovskite Films with Electronic Microscopy Techniques
Emilie Raoult: Simulated 4-Terminals Tandem with Perovskite and Silicon cells at 30% of efficiency
Anatole Desthieux: Characterization of Fired Passivated Contacts: Passivation properties and in situ MPL
Damien Coutancier: Ti- doped ZnO thin films by ALD: growth mechanism, study and influence of process parameters on material properties
Paul Alexis Pavard: Potential of guanidinate and amidinate gallium complexes as precursors for ALD
Marc Löning: PL correlation measurement for Down-conversion characterization.
Javid Hajhemati: Impact of carbon nanotubes growth on the interfacial composition and energetics of organic metal halide perovskites
Pia Dally & Davina Messou : Advanced chemical characterization for Perovskite systems: XPS and GD-OES coupling
A. Jaffré, J. Alvarez, J-P. Kleider: Two-photon luminescence microscopy imaging
Guillaume Vidon, Marie Legrand: Relative calibration and noise characterization of the TR-FLIM setup : Towards a better understanding of PL decays
Nicolas Moron, Baptiste Bérenguier, José Alvarez, Wei Zhao: Modeling of the frequency dependence of modulated photoluminescence
Claire Bapaume: Surface modification of triple cation mixed halide perovskite for perovskite solar cells
Maryline Ralaiarisoa: Operando XPS: Monitoring the electronic and chemical properties of perovskite solar cells under operating conditions;
Cécilia Tel & Vincent Dufoulon: Tunnel-recombination junctions for highly efficient 2T perovskite-CIGS tandem solar cells;
Alexandre Py: Defect mitigation in mixed valence halide perovskites
Guillaume Vidon: Modeling time-resolved photoluminescence: Attributing the PL decay to its microscopic origins
Niels Harder, Oussama Er-Raji : Reliability of perovskite solar modules:. Establishing a baseline methodology for degradation loss analysis
Linh-Phuong Nguyen, François Chancerel : m2-T tandem III-V on Si cell development via transparent conductive layers bonding

16h - midnight : Online poster session - https://ipvf.fr/2020-sd/
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PUBLICATIONS
➔ Lars Oberbeck, Katherine Alvino, Baljeet Goraya,
Marie Jubault:
“ IPVF’s PV technology vision for 2030”.
Progress in Photovoltaics (2020). DOI: 10.1002/pip.3305.
➔ Guillaume Noircler, Marta Chrostowski, Melvyn Larranaga,
Etienne Drahi, Pere Roca i Cabarrocas, Patricia de Coux
and Bénédicte Warot-Fonrose:
“Transmission Electron Microscopy Characterization of Low Temperature Boron Doped Silicon Epitaxial Films”.
CrystEngComm, 2020, DOI: 10.1039/D0CE00817F
➔ D. P. Fenning, P. Schulz, S. D. Stranks, Halide Perovskites:
Optoelectronic and Structural Characterization Methods, Adv.
Energy Mater. 2020, 10, 2001812 (editorial).
https://doi.org/10.1002/aenm.202001812
➔ R. D. Raninga, R. A. Jagt, S. Béchu, T. N. Huq, W. Li,
M. Nikolka, Y.H. Lin, M. Sun, Z. Li, W. Li, M. Bouttemy, M.
Frégnaux, H. J. Snaith, P. Schulz, J. L. MacManus-Driscoll,
R. L. Z. Hoye:
Strong performance enhancement in lead-halide perovskite solar
cells through rapid, atmospheric deposition of n-type buffer layer
oxides. Nano Energy 2020 (in press).
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.nanoen.2020.104946
➔ S. Cacovich, D. Messou, A. Bercegol, S. Béchu, A. Yaiche,
H. Shafique, J. Rousset, P. Schulz, M. Bouttemy, L. Lombez:
ACS Appl. Mater. Interfaces 2020 (in press).
https://doi.org/10.1021/acsami.0c06844

CONFERENCES TO COME
37th EU PVSEC

7-11 SEPTEMBER 2020, LISBON
https://www.photovoltaic-conference.com/

JNPV

1-4 DECEMBER 2020, DOURDAN

200 Anniversary of Edmund Becquerel

7 DECEMBER 2020
https://www.ipvf.fr/edmond-becquerel-symposium/
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